
ANALYSIS OF EDMUND KING LEAR

Character Analysis Edmund Later, Edmund shows no hesitation, nor any concern about killing the king or Cordelia. Yet
in the end, Edmund repents and tries to rescind his order to execute Cordelia and Lear, and in this small measure, .

Further, the whole role of "unaccommodated man," variously exchanged between Edmund and Edgar in the
play, highlights implicitly, at a narrative level, the artificial distinction the play constructs and displays
between "base" and "legitimate" a distinction Edmund manipulates thoughtfully here by his punning , for
orthodox society, and particularly its language, is the very source and construction of the evil bastard. But
Buckley, not intending to "subvert in any way the generous emotions of sympathy and detestation of vileness
which Shakespeare so obviously meant to arouse in our breasts when he wrote King Lear" 94 , passes with
only the barest observation over a most salient fact, which is that Gloucester is guilty of high treason  Then, an
unexpected guest shows up and challenges Edmund to a fight. Montague Summers. And for all of Edmund's
cruelty and manipulation, we can't forget that he attempts to save Lear and Cordelia. That sympathy makes it
possible to imagine ourselves in his place, and it makes his choices and his eventual downfall all the more
moving and disturbing. How about if it happened again and again and again? Edmund, the illegitimate son of
Gloucester, has always been overshadowed by the fact that he was born out of wedlock and his brother, Edgar,
was not. It were much easier to imagine a violation of the statute by adultery but the play gives us no evidence
that Goneril's desire for Edmund had ever been satisfied and her letter seems to imply that her husband's death
would be a necessary prerequisite to such satisfaction. After Gloucester leaves, Edmund talks with Edgar
about how someone wrote a fake letter about him that their father found out about. But this is Shakespeare,
and let's face it, Edmund's a villain, and he's proud of that fact. He appears here only temporarily, an intrusion
into this world, as he is an intrusion to the family that acknowledges him without legitimizing him and thus
leaves him unable to inherit. For the whole play, Edmund boasts about the evil that he does. This is
Shakespeare's little joke, not ours. III as "compassing or imagining the king's death, or that of his wife or
eldest son, violating the wife of the king or of the heir apparent, or of the king's eldest daughter, being
unmarried, levying war in the king's dominions, adhering to the king's enemies, or aiding them in or out of the
realm, or killing the chancellor or the judges in the execution of their offices" Buckley  It is ironic to see that
Edmund, who always thought he was clever, did not see that clever move coming. That drive can either make
them or break them. His destruction by false accusation under the laws of men by a lord to whom he owes no
fealty, and his conviction by a combat to which he is condemned only by his principled and characteristic
failure to exercise an inequitable social custom, is as great a tragedy as those which befall any of the supposed
heroes of the piece. Edmund's determination to undo his brother and claim his father's title causes him to cut
his own arm early in the play to make an imaginary fight between Edgar his brother and himself more
convincing. Gloucester enters and observes Edmund putting away a letter; he asks for news and is told there is
none I. If Othello, he suggests, once stands outside the structures of law and custom, to offer indulgence, or at
the very least understanding, to the natural promptings of men and women in the natural order of the universe
as God created it, there need be no killing nor even an end to his love or to his happiness. Had she opportunity
to do so, doubtless Cordelia would assure Gloucester of his right to expect the same from his sons under
natural law, but Gloucester has chosen, by his disinheritance and stigmatization of Edmund, to live under the
law of men one rather thinks of Paul's warnings that those who submit to circumcision have placed themselves
beyond the grace of Christian liberty and assumed the whole mantle of the Mosaic law [Gal ] , and it is this
betrayal of Nature that forms the basis of his suspicion that Edgar may betray nature also, and gives us yet
another reason to read Gloucester, and not Edgar, as the target of Edmund's wrath. Edmund, in this version,
has already deceived his father at the time that he is first met by the audience, such that we cannot watch
Gloucester deceiving himself even as Edmund attempts to dissuade him. Lear does both at the same time; it is
only after he has resolved to cut off Cordelia and has brushed Kent's protests aside that Lear formally states
the terms of his divestment. But mere shading of meaning through changes to the rhetoric is not enough for
Tate to secure the villainy he desires from Edmund and he proceeds to make Edmund actually guilty of the
treason of which he stands accused. Only a king has the ability to pardon those about to be executed. Edmund
knows this as well, which is why he begins his acceptance of the challenge by the words "In wisdom I should
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ask thy name" V. He claims that the two of them were plotting his death. The word "base- tard " cf. If we have
read attentively in the second scene of act one, however, we recall that the first charge is prima facie false.
Edmund, originally just an illegitimate child and a social outcast, dies in command of the kind of power only
held by those in the highest position.


